Children Play and Adults Should, Too!
An exploration of play focused on children and the
discovery of the lack of play in teenagers and adults.
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Rationale
The design of my research book is inspired by Taiwanese
elementary homework notebook. This version in particular is for
learning how to write Chinese characters with the guide of
squared boxes, as well as small rectangle boxes for Zhuyin, one
of the Mandarin phonetic symbols. Since my topic's focus began
around children's education, and I included a lot of my own
experiences while I studied in Taiwan, this style was picked to
complement the contents. While I replicated the cover design of
the homework booklet as best I can, I did alter the page layouts
as the square guides did not complement the English alphabet
quite as nicely and complicated the reading process. I also
incorporated various handwritten/hand-drawn elements to
further develop the homework vibe.
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Abstract

This report first focuses on exploring the history of childrenʼs
play, the benefits and usage of play or meaningful playing for
children, and existing children-centred products that encourage
play. The data is gathered from personal experiences,
observations and projects, as well as existing studies, articles,
textbooks and essays. The research has unearthed several
compelling elements of play: a) play should be initiated and
guided by the children with some guidance, b) all kinds of play
have a purpose, and c) children learn a lot through play. These
findings suggest that giving too much freedom might overwhelm
the children, it would be beneficial to attain a healthy balance
between freedom and limitations. While children are the main
focal point at the early stages of the research process, the issue
with the lack of play in older age groups was also discussed and
further developed with additional insights on the benefits of
having an active imagination as people age. These results all
helped establish the target audience and the main objectives of
the final thesis project.
2

Area of Interest
People who are lucky enough to have access to education will,
on average, have been in school for around 13 years of their
life¹. It is a major factor that heavily influences the rest of our
journeys through life, which makes many parents worry about
getting their kids to the best education possible, as early as
possible. However, we develop many important life skills such as
problem solving, communication and empathy even before we
actually attend school. Through fun activities we call play,
children often experience various things without even realizing
themselves that they are learning, and the incorporation of play
in our education is incredibly important as I look back on my
years of schooling in Taiwan compared to Canada.
I recall my kindergarten days with joy, remembering all
the fun activities such as dress ups, role playing and story times
we used to have. It was a fun place for me to explore and
experiment with different elements of life as I interacted with my
classmates and teachers. However, my memories of elementary
school are not as happy in comparison.
I remember having to haul 20 different
textbooks and workbooks before the
school year started, I remember always
memorizing passages from textbooks
to recite during class, and I remember
copying vocabulary and characters

¹ Human development reports. (2018). UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME. http://hdr.undp.org/en/countries/profiles/CAN#
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hundreds of times just to get an A+ for having a “perfect”
handwriting. I was miserable. I did not like school. I was late
almost every day to class (to the point where I was extremely
early one day and no one believed me, I think till now my parents
still think I dreamed that… maybe I did) even though I lived 10
minutes away from school.
So, what was the difference between kindergarten and
elementary school? I believe the major difference was the lack of
play. In year 3 of kindergarten, we were learning the Mandarin
phonetic symbols, this was also a part of the curriculum in first
grade. Yet, I remember having a lot more fun learning it in
kindergarten than in first-grade because of the way the
information was being delivered to me. In kindergarten, the
teachers taught us the shapes and sounds through fun activities,
and we would practice writing the symbols afterwards. But in
first-grade, we had a time-constraint to memorize all the symbols
through the textbook because we were being tested on it.
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When I first moved to Canada, I was amazed at how easy
school was here. Granted, I was in ESL so everything was extra
easy. However, while I was in the regular classes, I remember
having carpet time for stories, instructions and such. We were
not stuck at our desks for the entire class period like it was back
in Taiwan. I also remember more creativity and freedom with the
open-ended discussions we had, instead of constantly reading
and memorizing the textbook. Phasing out elements of play was
less drastic in the Canadian education system, but it is still
evident later on in middle and high school.
From my experiences of the different education systems
in two parts of the world, I am interested in finding out more
about the importance of play and how it can greatly aid learning
in children. My curiosity on the subject is fuelled further by my
current part-time job as a server at a kids cafe, which promotes
meaningful playing and offers various play areas and programs
for kids to develop different skills.
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Literature Review – History of Play
There has always been a fascination of how and why kids play.
Five important theories have shaped our current perception of
play. First, the Surplus Energy theory by Herbert Spencer
proposes that children engage in play with the extra energy from
not having to worry about keeping themselves alive (i.e. finding
food & shelter). Next is the Recreation theory by G. T. W.
Patrick suggests that children play to reward themselves from
hard work to restore energy. There is also the Instinct theory
back in the 19th century that saw play as something all children
will instinctively engage in. The Recapitulation theory believes
the different stages of play in childhood reflect certain actions
during the human evolution. And finally, Karl Groosʼ theory of
play argues that these activities children participate in are just
preparations for adulthood. While these theories are vague in
detailing the benefits of play and none of these theories are still
backed up by modern psychologists, they did highlight certain
aspects we still believe in today.
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Contemporary theories place emphasis on the
psychological value of play and how it can aid the development
of emotions, intellect and socialization. First, Freudʼs theory that
children engage in play primarily to reduce objective anxiety (i.e.
fear of its environment) and instinctual anxiety (i.e. fear of
expressing emotions). There are also the CognitiveDevelopmental theories that argue children can learn to solve
a variety of problems during play which can be applied to real
life situations they may encounter later on. Next, the Arousal
Modulation theories believe play is necessary to help a child
maintain a certain level of stimulation to satisfy an intrinsic need.
And finally, the Contextual theory which claims the
development of a child cannot be explained without context.
With his broad educational background in literature, law and
psychology, Lev Vygotsky wanted to place greater emphasis on
the influences of environment that were not being considered by
other psychologists. These new theories gave a clearer
understanding of the benefits associated with play in a more
comprehensive way.
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Diving deeper into Vygotskyʼs theory, he also argued that there
are two lines of development that constantly interact with each
other. There is the nature line which are effects from the child
themselves (mainly important in the first 2 years), and the socialhistorical line which are effects from the environment around
them (increasingly important after the first 2 years).
Furthermore, he mentions the importance of the delivery of
various tools (i.e. language, mathematics and scientific concepts)
that help us think and behave in a certain way, and note that
certain concepts may not exist in certain cultures. Therefore, it is
crucial to analyze all available contexts in order to fully
understand a childʼs development of different skills and abilities.
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Literature Review – Types of Play
In 1932, Mildred B. Parent created a system to organize 6
different stages of play that is still being referenced to this day.
These 6 stages are: unoccupied play, onlooker behaviour, solitary
play, parallel play, associate play and cooperative play (each
stage of play has an age range attached with it, but it seems
vague and inaccurate).

Unoccupied play: this is the stage where
the child is observing anything that
catches their interest and performs
“random” movements.

Onlooker behaviour: the child
is satisfied with just watching
other children play without
engaging themselves.

Solitary play: at this stage, the child is
playing by themselves and is not yet
fully comfortable participating in activities
with other children. They may sit close
with other children and attempt to grab
their toys, but will not initiate engagement.
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Parallel play: this is where children will play in proximity
but not actually together. They might copy each otherʼs
movements and activities, but there is no overlap in their actions.

Associate play: the children are playing together but do
not have a common goal. They are still focused on their own
objectives, but they are willing to share toys and communicate
with each other.

Cooperative play: the last stage of play where the
children are involved in an organized activity such as playing
house or tag. There is a common goal and each child has their
own roles, they are able to communicate and collaborate with
each other.
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There are also more specific types of play such as:
dramatic/fantasy play, competitive play, physical play,
constructive play and symbolic play. Dramatic play refers most
commonly to activities such as role-playing where children can
learn to develop their imagination and creativity. Competitive
play (e.g. sports) requires participating children to adhere to
specific sets of rules and see who can be the best, these
activities help the development of cooperation, morals, etc.
Additionally, physical play encourages children to be active and
moving around in order to increase muscle strength and
enhance motor skills. Constructive play allows children to use
problem solving and logic by putting different elements together.
Finally, symbolic play includes activities such as music and art,
that teaches children how to express themselves in various ways.
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Literature Review – Benefits of Play
Major benefits of play include: physical, emotional, cognitive,
social and moral development in a child. While engaging in play,
motor skills will evolve to achieve increasingly complex
movements. Additionally, participating in activities such as roleplaying can help children develop important emotional skills like
self-awareness, self-esteem and self-identification. Cognitive
development is another important function of play, the
knowledge gained through play can be applied to various
situations a child may encounter later on in life. Furthermore,
most children will start off being very self-absorbed because that
is all they know, but by playing with other children they will learn
social skills such as teamwork, cooperation and communication.
Lastly, play is an opportunity for children to discover which
behaviours are acceptable and which are not, they will quickly
learn the consequences of their actions to determine what is
“good” and what is “bad”.
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Literature Review – Play for Adults
As we age, the increasing responsibilities we bear means less
time to engage in playful activities as we once did during early
childhood. Thus far, an emphasis on the importance of play for
children is clearly defined due to its significant contributions to
their learning as they grow. However, certain behaviours kids
exhibit and are praised for become more negative than positive,
with labels such as childish, immature, inappropriate, etc. once
we hit an arbitrary age limit. Does this mean that play no longer
have the same beneficial effects for adults as it did for children?
Or should we normalize adults playing and encourage their
engagement as much we do for kids?
In the introduction of a study called The Meaning of Play
for Adults from a Reversal Theory Perspective by Linda Lane
expresses similar sentiments of how play during adulthood is
seen as something we do if we can squeeze in the time and
holds way less importance than it did as kids. The study goes on
to explore how adults who fall on either the telic (more serious)
or paratelic (more playful) dominant states describe the concept
of play and whether their definitions align with where they fall on
the scale.
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Literature Review – Meaningful Play
The term “meaningful play” is common during the research of
this topic. Initially, this term might suggest that there is also
meaningless/inconsequential play, however, the “meaningful” part
is redundant as all play has meaning. This conclusion was drawn
based on numerous articles describing “meaningful play” the
same way play has been defined in prior pages of this report. It
is also backed up by David Seelow, a Humanities professor at
the College of Saint Rose with a PhD in comparative literature.
His essay All Play is Meaningful discusses how any kind of play
has a purpose and applies this argument to several relatable
situations in a more comprehensive way (beyond just children
learning through playing).

“... Play has a significant role in many
species’ existence. On his own, Roderick
takes one of his numerous toys, a replica
or a beer bottle- called Bark Beer. He
alternates between licking the toy, which
soothes him, and chewing the neck, which
exercises his jaws and teeth. Both activities
carry significant meaning, emotional and
physical fitness, respectively.”²

² Seelow, D. (2018, September 2). All play is meaningful. Revolutionary Learning.
http://revolutionarylearning.net/all-play-is-meaningful/
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Since adults are more developed due to age and
experience, the benefits and effects of play may not be as
identifiable as it did during childhood. However, play is definitely
still a worthwhile activity to engage in even as we grow older.
Not only does it provide similar values to both children and
adults alike, for example, boosting productivity, develop and
improve social skills, stimulating creativity and etc., a specific
kind of play can be linked to one's memory conditions as well as
their quality of life.
As mentioned previously, play can be broken down into
numerous categories such as physical play, symbolic play,
fantasy play, etc. This section will be focusing on the studies that
establish a connection between creativity and imagination, which
are prominent traits involved during fantasy/imaginary play, with
memory and quality of life in an aging adult.
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Additionally, in Kuan Chen Tsai's article called The
Necessity of Creativity Development in Adult Learners for
Lifelong Learning, he highlights the importance of creativity for
adults in the article conclusion,

“Regarding lifelong learning, creativity could
unleash imagination and problem solving that
facilitates the process of overcoming challenges
and pitfalls around adults.”³
With the benefits of creativity being a significant aspect
of lifelong learning and in general, our quality of life, we should
definitely consider encouraging any opportunities that boosts or
sparks creativity and imagination, such as imaginary play.

³ Tsai, K. C. (2012). The necessity of creativity development in adult learners for
lifelong learning. International Journal of Learning and Development, 2(4), 170–
181. https://doi.org/10.5296/ijld.v2i4.2114
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“Silly, even stupid, some might say, but
eminently meaningful. The play maintains
our close bond. We are companions. It is an
exercise in care and respect, always reciprocal,
always rewarding. I learn the value of providing
undivided attention and he learns the value of
being assertive, but not aggressive.”²
“Meaningful learning too often happens
on the playground, after school, or before
school, but not in school.”²

Seelow makes a reference to Miguel Sicart, a play
theorist and the author of Play Matters, noting Sicartʼs
description of play as “autotelic” and how play can occur
anywhere to back up the above quote.

² Seelow, D. (2018, September 2). All play is meaningful. Revolutionary Learning.
http://revolutionarylearning.net/all-play-is-meaningful/
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The author also brings up Sicarʼs view of toys and how they are
the tangible object which invites play, and connects this idea to
the need of designing playful environments for work and school.
He argues that having a more playful work area invites creativity
and brings more out of employees which can benefit businesses
much more than saving money through standardized office
spaces and furniture. Seelow also questions how UX designers
can use their expertise and customize elements in a space to
achieve various objectives.
Additionally, he highlights the similar lack of freedom and
creativity in school environments where kids sit in rows while
passively obtaining knowledge through, usually one, authoritative
figure. Again, he suggests designing a school environment that
supports studentsʼ creativity and exploration and points to Pee
Weeʼs Playhouse as an example of effective design of play that
“stressed creativity, enjoyment and tolerance.”²

² Seelow, D. (2018, September 2). All play is meaningful. Revolutionary Learning.
http://revolutionarylearning.net/all-play-is-meaningful/
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Literature Review – Case Studies
Diving further into how play can be incorporated in design,
several existing projects provide amazing examples of playful
space and objects which enhances the experience for their
users.
EKH Children Hospital
The EKH Children Hospital was built in 2019 by Integrated Field
design studio. Their goal is to put childrenʼs mind at ease when
visiting a hospital, which usually elicits negative memories with
every visit. They are successful in achieving their mission with
the use of playground equipment pastel colours, soft cushions
and decorations in the spaces within the hospital. These
elements effectively distract the childrenʼs minds during their
visit and waiting for the doctors. This is a perfect example that
echoes David Seelowʼs sentiment of designing spaces to better
suit their objectives. By incorporating play in a childrenʼs
hospital, parents no longer have to go through the painful
process of explaining to their kids why they need to go to the
hospital because it has become a place they want to go (and not
leave when the time comes) since the space is no longer scary
and unfamiliar to them.
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Effects of Colour
As designers, colour theory should be a familiar topic, and it is
interesting to see how the use of colours and the different
combinations of them can affect a personʼs mood and energy. In
the context specially for children, it is helpful to have information
on how to use colours in spaces for children to achieve a certain
effect such as promoting learning or soothing anxiety. Additional
information was found in the article written by Robert Simposon
who provides data points on how well designed classrooms to
enhance learning progress.
Red
A stimulating colour that provides energy
Too much of it can overstimulate
Attracts attention easily

Yellow
A joyful, refreshing colour
Not as intense as red, but can still overstimulate
Good idea to combine with other colours like blue
and green to reduce intensity
Can enhance concentration and memory
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Blue
In contrast to red, it takes
away energy
Has a calming and
soothing effect

Green
Similar to blue, it has a
calming & peaceful effect
Improves reading speed
and comprehension

Orange
A nice middle ground between
red and yellow
For introverted kids to help
with socialization
Helps maintain energy without
overdoing it
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Purple
Stimulates the creative
region of the brain
Versatile utility depending
on the shade

Pink
Not especially energizing
More relaxed and warm
Suitable in small amounts

Brown
Warm, friendly and gives a
sense of security with the
connotation to nature
Earthy colour to help foster
good relationships between
family and friends
22

Clova Lamp
A South Korea equivalent of Google, Naver Corp, has developed
a smart reading lamp with AI that reads to children and can
answer questions or find definitions for words. The goal of this
product is to foster a good reading habit away from screens by
engaging the kids with their favourite stories. This also alleviates
some pressure on parents to find time and read to their kids,
developing their independence beyond the interest in reading.
There is also a gamified aspect for kids to collect badges and
allows parents to see a history of read books in order to better
understand their childrenʼs interests.
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DIY Paper Toys
Anther Kiley designed Cardkits, a set of paper objects ranging
from buildings to animals for kids to create their own mini cities.
The intention is to encourage “storytelling and worldbuilding”
using the model assembled from his kit. Furthermore, the
assembling process can help develop “dexterity, ingenuity, and
focus” as kids follow instructions to create the objects. It bears
similarities with IKEA furniture sets, but on top of building the
furniture, you also have to build the rest of the house (and the
other cosmetics like trees, ponds, etc. in a city).
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Open-Ended Play
Cas Holman is an American toy designer from Rhode Island that
advocates for open-ended play. She creates toys with no specific
labels attached to them to return creativity and freedom to kids
while they play. Her products promote flexibility, imagination and
storytelling as kids play instead of providing a set instructions to
be followed. Holman argues that the current selection of toys is
too connected to existing ideas (i.e. Frozen) which does not allow
kids to have as much freedom when playing with their toys. In
addition to having ambiguous shapes in the Rigamajig kit, she is
careful with how each part is named to avoid giving a
preconceived idea of what it should be, once again, taking away
the freedom of exploration from the children.

"I actually think it's harder to
design for others to design,"³
She has also discovered the lack of
opportunities to play in teenagers, "we
forget how to play or we tell ourselves that
we can't or shouldn't behave that way." This
does beg the question, with all the benefits
of play, why have we placed a time limit on
play and collectively agreed that certain
behaviours are considered childish or
immature beyond a certain age?
Pownall, A. (2020, February 14). “We
donʼt give children the freedom to play,”
says designer Cas Holman. Dezeen.
https://www.dezeen.com/2020/02/14/
cas-holman-toy-designer-interview/
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Observations at MiniDo
MiniDo is a kids cafe that opened up September 2020. It is an
indoor playground where kids can have fun and the parents can
enjoy a snack or a meal to unwind or catch up with their friends.
There are 7 main areas targeting different aspects of childhood
development and they are: the Big Blue Blocks, Education Room,
Reading Nook, Dress Up, Ballpit, Mini Mart and Nursery Room.
The Big Blue Blocks is an area created with the
Imagination Playground kit designed by David Rockwell. This area
encourages children to use their imagination and manipulate a
wide variety of blocks to create new forms and structures.

The Education Room is mainly for the MiniDo Educators
to hold lessons (which are on pause at the moment… due to
COVID). It also has an interactive projector with a screen for
various activities including drawing, I-Spy, matching, etc.
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The Reading Nook is a corner with numerous fiction and nonfiction books. This area aims to help children develop a good
reading habit which benefits intelligence, vocabulary and
imagination to name a few.
The Ballpit area is the most popular area amongst the
kids (and adults too). The Adventure Tunnel and Honeycomb
Maze are also attached to this area.
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The Mini Mart is the kitchen and grocery story area where
children can play house and imitate their parentsʼ daily activities.

The Dress Up area is full of costumes for all to try on.
There are dresses for all kinds of princesses, firefighter and
police uniforms. It is a space to let kids explore and learn selfidentity to role-playing and imaginary play.

The Nursery Room (also called the sensory integration
room) is mainly for infants and toddlers to learn how to move
their bodies. It is also a place to experience, organize and
respond to information gathered by their five senses.
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As I mentioned in the Area of Interest section, working here parttime has really encouraged me to conduct further research on
the topic of playing and learning, here are some observations:
Kids like to set up rules during play:
Must be on the floating raft to avoid getting eaten
by the shark in the ball pit
Seeing who can stay on an unstable block piece
the longest without falling off
We have various facilities to develop different skills for
the kids, but there are definitely areas that kids prefer over
others:
The reading nook is barely used, I think throughout the
10 or so shifts (with around 7 kids on average per shift) I have
had so far, only two kids have touched the area, and even then I
donʼt believe they were actually reading, more so just throwing
the books around.
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Mini Mart and the Ballpit area are kidsʼ favourite, every group we
have had since opening had kids playing in these two areas.
The interactive projector in the Education Room is
surprisingly unpopular. Kids barely interact with it, and even
when they do, they usually lose interest within 10 minutes.
There are a few that absolutely love the dress up area
and will cry/throw a tantrum when they have to take off the
costumes to read or when they have to leave.
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While the main goal of the Big Blue Blocks is to encourage
creativity, I found that most kids (especially if they are under 10)
will not enjoy their time in this area as much unless they have
some guidance from either the parents or the MiniDo staff,
perhaps too much freedom overwhelms them? Or maybe they
simply are not familiar with the place yet.
“Do you guys want to build something??” will definitely
get the kids hyped up to stack the blocks as high as possible to
see it crumble and fall, but this behaviour does not usually
happen without a prompt.
Even though MiniDo currently does not have a solid plan
for classes due to the pandemic, we have recently tested out a
small science experiment activity with 5 kids in kindergarten
which teaches them how to make lava lamps with oil and water.
I noticed that the kids are not really engaged at the
beginning while learning about how water and oil do not mix,
most likely because they are shy. But they definitely opened up
more once we got the parents to participate as well.
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Research Question
Throughout this year-long project, I am especially interested in
examining the effects of play and how it can be incorporated (or
reintroduced) into our habits, spaces, and activities. It has been
proven that play is an integral part of learning, but is it limited by
age, or can anyone learn through play? While the literature
review has mostly been research for children, considering play in
older age groups could potentially yield rewarding results.
In order to focus my research more, I have also decided
to focus on specific scenarios that could benefit with play
incorporated in. Parents are always looking for the best way to
interact with their kids and doing what is best for them in
preparation for their future. Therefore, I would like to find out
how design can enable parents to incorporate play while
engaging with their kids before they start attending school or
outside of classrooms.
Furthermore, once kids enter school, how can play be
designed into classrooms to better suit students to boost
productivity and transform these environments to be a place
where you actually want to be in? Could the same principles be
applied to other traditionally professional settings such as
workplaces for adults?
While this research book does not have any information
(yet) on the topic of bilingualism, if possible, I would like to
explore the benefits of learning a second language before
becoming an adult. Furthermore, how can design play a role in
aiding parents to encourage their kids to learn another language
as they grow up.
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Methodologies
For the observations done at MiniDo, since I work as a server, it
gave me the opportunity to interact not only with the kids, but
also the parents which provided helpful insights to certain
behaviours. I simply watched the kids as they interacted with the
facilities in our cafe and made a mental note for any peculiar
behaviours I thought could be useful for my thesis. Additionally,
because the entire cafe is cleaned and sanitized every two hours
after a group of customers, I would also make sure to take note
of which facilities were touched in order to optimize the cleaning
process which made for some interesting observations upon
further review.
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In my first design sprint, I looked back on my childhood and
created some figures out of colourful soft clay. I chose to work
with the soft clay as I remember really enjoying Play-Doh back in
the day, and the material tied into the open-endedness that
encourages creativity and imagination in kids. Since the clay is
formless, it is up to the users to create something, even if they
are just unrecognizable forms.
I created 3 figures for this sprint, a robot from Studio
Ghibliʼs Castle in the Sky along with their foxy friend, and an
overweight Pikachu with an old-man face (the face was an
accident because it was surprisingly difficult to create fine details
with soft clay). Studio Ghibli films have been a staple in my
childhood, to this day, I still have pirated versions of these films
on DVD somewhere in my house. In a way, these films also
encourage the viewers to use their imaginations with its fantasy
world building and elements left up for interpretation. Pokemon
was also on TV a lot while growing up, thus Pikachu figure, but I
attempted to have a bit more fun with it instead of trying to
seriously replicate the character.
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The final result of the first design sprint is not necessarily
what I would like to create as the final thesis deliverable,
however, by exploring the freedom of the soft clay and relating
it back to my childhood activities, it definitely aided my research.
It was also amazing to feel a range of emotions during the
process of creating these 3 figures; excitement as I was opening
the package of the soft clay and pondering what I wanted to
make, frustrations while working with the dry and crumbly clay,
fear as I wondered if I could finish this on time, pride and joy as
I completed everything and showed off to friends and family,
and amusement at the mixed reactions seeing the robot figure
compared to the Pikachu figure. It was an emotional
rollercoaster I did not regret hopping on.
For the second design sprint, I gave myself a prompt of
'if I could redesign my room what whatever I wanted, what would
it look like?" So I illustrated an isometric piece of an underwater/
ocean themed bedroom due to my fascinations and obsessions
with sea creatures.
This idea sprang up from David Seelow's essay which
discussed the potential benefits of designing an environment
that is meant for work or learning such as classrooms or offices,
to be more playful. Since the pandemic has trapped all of us in
our bedrooms as our makeshift classroom, I wanted to loosely
explore that idea but take it up a notch, away from something
realistic, instead, immersing myself in complete fantasy by
drawing anything and everything that came to mind.
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Here is the final illustration of my ocean themed
bedroom. While at this point I still did not have a solid proposal
for the thesis project yet, the process of how this illustration
came about really embodies the main objective of what I intend
to create for the final deliverable.
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The last design sprint is a quick exploration that followed
my initial proposal of the final artefact. I had proposed a printed
deck of cards with prompts printed on the front which
encourages exercising your imagination, and a black and white
lined illustration printed on the back. It is a card game meant for
people to pick up daily and follow each card's instructions to
create a habit of engaging in play. The main target audience of
the project is adults because at this point I felt the lack of play
for older people is a more interesting angle.
The idea was inspired by these puzzle-a-day calendar I
had played with as a child as well as the We're Not Really
Strangers card game. The project aims to advocate imaginary
play with the instructions as well as freedom of expression with
the card design which encourages users to add to the cards with
colouring or additional illustrations of their own.
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Thesis Proposal
Project Statement
Through my research, I found an absence of encouragement
and opportunities for play in adults. Playing is highly valued for
children as a way for them to learn and grow, however, its
importance diminishes as we grow up and our responsibilities
increase. Yet it should still be valued as it de-stresses us,
encourages divergent thinking and many other benefits. The lack
of imaginary play is also significant as it ties into our memory
and our general wellbeing as we age.
In Play Matters, Sicart discusses what being “playful”
means and points out some differences and similarities between
“play” and “playfulness”. He states that playfulness is an attitude,
and “is a way of engaging with particular contexts and objects
that is similar to play but respects the purposes and goals of
that object or context” (pg. 21). Playfulness is an approach to
something without worrying about efficiency and productivity, it
is an alternative way (depending on the individual) to engage
with a situation or an object from the most common or agreed
upon method. As for the comparison between “play” and
“playfulness”, he argues that “play is personal, and playfulness is
used to imbue the functional world with personal expression…
through playfulness, we bring the creative and free
personal expression that play affords to a world outside
of play, and therefore we make the world personal” (pg. 30).
It is also important to note, Sicart mentions what he
believes playful design should be, “what playful design focuses
on is the awareness of context as part of the design.
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Rather than imposing a context, playful designs open
themselves to interpretation... Playful technologies are
designed for appropriation, created to encourage
playfulness. These objects have a purpose, a goal, a function,
but the way they reach it is through the oblique, personal, and
appropriative act of playfulness. They do not become toys or
purse playthings, but the behaviour and attitudes toward them,
the ways they redefine the context in which they are applied,
invoke the characteristics of play” (pg. 32). These are all key
ideas that helped define my thesisʼ purpose and objectives.
My thesis will explore the expressive and personalizing
nature of play/playfulness in the fantasy category. It will aim to
help adults form a habit of engaging in imaginary play daily
similar to self-care or journaling routines.
Objectives
• Creating a habit of engaging in imaginary/fantasy play
• Encourage a playful attitude from the users by giving them
the ability to be creative and personalize something through
their interactions with my project
• Provide delight and entertainment for the users
User Definition
This a casual mobile application project intended for an audience
of young to middle-aged adults (20s to 50s) of any gender. This
project is meant to be experienced in the comfort of their own
environment or on the go and at any time the user wishes, which
can be their house, during commute, classrooms, break rooms,
the library, etc. This app would hopefully work its way into the
users' daily routines for short duration in order to help form a
habit of exercising their imaginations.
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Functionality
My thesis project will have a mix of features from both stage-bystage mobile puzzle games and habit trackers/journal apps. The
purpose is to create a gamified experience of engaging in
fantasy play through daily prompts that encourage wild
imaginations and rewards users with animated illustrations for
certain achievements to create an incentive to engage.
The project meant to be used for a short duration in a
frequent manner, similar to meditation apps or journaling apps
with daily questions in order to get the users to maintain a habit.
Users will also be encouraged to engage with the prompts in a
way they feel comfortable; drawing, taking photos, and writing,
by allow text and photo input options in my project.
Dailyo journaling app

Reflectly journaling app

Cookie Run Kingdom
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Description of Deliverables
•

A short motion graphic video showcasing the onboarding
tutorial, app interactions and illustration animations

Explorations
The exploration of imagining/fantasizing how I could design my
bedroom during the second design sprint touches upon some
ideas of “play” and “playfulness” highlighted in this document.
I gave myself the prompt to redesign my room with
anything I wanted, and the final illustration resulted in an
incredibly unrealistic design but highly enjoyable process while
drawing my fantasies out!
In my third design sprint, I explored this proposal's basic
idea with sample questions and prompts in a printed medium.
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I also created some simple mock ups of the splash
screen as well as the prompt screen to get a sense of how it
could look like in the final project.
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Discussion & Conclusions
Through this research, the importance of play highlights
and showcases how incorporating play can greatly aid learning
during childhood. In addition, the issue of the lack of play in
different age groups is uncovered in the process. With this in
mind, it raises the question of how designers can incorporate a
more playful approach to create something, environments or
products, to have more desirable qualities and encourages
better engagement.
With additional time allowed for this research book, I was
able to dive further into general benefits of play and the
specifics of imaginary/fantasy play. Furthermore, I shifted my
research focus away from children and look at more information
regarding play and adults which offer a more unique perspective
than the initial research phase. The new information is incredibly
helpful in the formation of the final thesis project as I was able to
create something to address the lack of imaginary play in adults
with a combination of existing mobile applications already
available on the market.
However, this report faces several limitations and
challenges during the research phase. First, the content was too
fixated on children in elementary school and younger, it is not
until the very end where the lack of play was discussed in other
age groups and incorporated more comprehensively into the
report. Second, while the bilingualism aspect was interesting and
potentially helpful with guiding the final artifact, time has limited
a more extensive research on the topic. Even with the additional
time, I was only able to further research the first point. Finally,
the majority of personal experiences in this report is based on
memory which cannot be a hundred percent accurate.
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In addition, many photographic and other evidence of my
childhood is in Taiwan, which is currently inaccessible. If possible,
including these photos within the research book would greatly
enhance and better support some points made in this report.
Furthermore, these personal experiences could be backed up if
research could be done in Mandarin to uncover similar incidents
experienced by other Taiwanese students.
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